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Telecom Reverse Logistics and After Market Services

DTC International Ltd is a market leading global supplier of legacy and current multi-vendor 
telecom equipment. For over two decades DTC has supported OEM’s, Operators and 
System Integrators with both end of life spares and platforms still in production. DTC offers 
an alternative supply chain solution that supports legacy platforms and significantly reduces 
lead times and costs. DTC has extensive experience supplying parts that can no longer be 
sourced through the OEM.

A cost effective supply chain for current and legacy embedded network infrastructure allows 
customers to manage and extend the life of network assets, this in turn supports major 
operating revenue streams. 

DTC’s AMS (After Market Services) team advises on spare parts pricing and availability from 
our extensive stock holdings, asset management partners and trusted approved suppliers, 
thereby predicting specific sparing shortfalls and market trends. 

Up to 3 months advance notice of relevant incoming stock

Immediate global shipment of multi-vendor parts from stock, plus a worldwide 
sourcing network with access to inventories holding in excess of 5 million spares

Spare Parts Management;  network visibility and technology understanding to 
create support plans for aged assets and end of life products

Predictive sourcing for DTC customers through our global reverse logistics projects

Significantly reduced lead times in comparison to the OEM

12 month warranty available on all equipment supplied

Please contact DTC for more information, part numbers and quotations. 
T: +44 (0) 1869 810 600    E: sales@dtc-telecom.co.uk

A trusted, stable supply chain for legacy, end of life and obsolete multi-vendor telecom parts.
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*DTC International is not directly associated with any manufacturers featured on this page.
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